Progress to Sponsor and Present at Gartner Application Strategies & Solutions Summit
November 21, 2018
Progress CEO Yogesh Gupta to host end-user roundtable; CTO Dmitri Tcherevik to speak about low-code development platforms and the developer
experience
BEDFORD, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 21, 2018-- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of application development and digital
experience technologies, today announced its participation in the upcoming Gartner Application Strategies & Solutions Summit. The event will take
place November 27-29, 2018 at Caesars Palace, Las Vegas. At the event Progress will host a series of sessions on high productivity and low-code
application development as well as the Progress® Kinvey® high productivity platform.
Attracting nearly 1800 attendees annually, the Gartner Application Strategies & Solutions Summit 2018 will host technology innovators and more than
60 elite Gartner analysts exploring the latest approaches to optimize existing applications and infrastructure as well as leading-edge technologies
driving business transformation.
As a leader in application development, Progress will be onsite hosting a series of sessions that will explore the latest innovations and what’s ahead
for low-code development and high productivity platforms. Sessions include:
Vendor User Roundtable, “Pros and Cons of Becoming a Tech Company”
Yogesh Gupta, CEO, Progress
Tuesday, November 27 at 3:30 p.m.
Theater Session: “Low-Code Platforms – What Developers Think and Why”
Dmitri Tcherevik, CTO, Progress
Tuesday, November 27 at 6:20 p.m.
Lunch Panel: “How to Get Developer Buy-in for Low-Code Solutions”
Mark Troester, VP of Strategy, Progress
Thursday, November 29 at 11:45 a.m.
“We believe that the Gartner Application Strategies & Solutions Summit is really valuable because it brings together developers, architects and CIOs,”
said Tcherevik. “From our perspective, these individuals need to build apps more rapidly than ever, but they can’t sacrifice app quality or user
engagement. It’s exciting to be here as they discuss and explore the most modern solutions that will help them tackle these tough app dev challenges.”
Progress will be available at booth #502 throughout the event. To learn more about the company’s high productivity app dev platform and to view a
demo of the Progress Kinvey platform in action, please stop by the booth or go to www.progress.com/kinvey for more information.
About the Gartner Applications Strategies & Solutions Summit 2018
The GartnerApplication Strategies & Solutions Summit 2018 will help attendees build an applications organization with the agility and flexibility to
support today’s digital business demands as well as empower enterprises to address digital business opportunities and use leading technologies to
create and deploy business critical solutions.
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the leading platform for developing and deploying strategic business applications. We enable customers and
partners to deliver modern, high-impact digital experiences with a fraction of the effort, time and cost. Progress offers powerful tools for easily building
adaptive user experiences across any type of device or touchpoint, award-winning machine learning that enables cognitive capabilities to be a part of
any application, the flexibility of a serverless cloud to deploy modern apps, business rules, web content management, plus leading data connectivity
technology. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers, and two million developers rely on Progress to power their
applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
Progress and Kinvey are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation and/or one of its subsidiaries or affiliates in the US
and other countries. Any other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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